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We love G Suite and we love learning, but nobody loves
feeling overwhelmed or unsuccessful. Whether you're just
getting started with G Suite or you're feeling overwhelmed
by tech use and need a reset, the Google Starter Pack is the
perfect course for learning the basics of G Suite and
understanding working in the cloud and all it has to offer.

Includes a voucher if
needed for an exam.

This immersive online experience prepares educators for the Google Level 1 Certification
through a series of fun and meaningful challenges. During completion of these hands-on
challenges, educators will create products that simulate relevant work they will be able to use
in their positions as educators. This course is designed for educators who are proficient in the
G Suite tools and who want to achieve Level 1 Certification. This is a rich and varied online
experience that will help teachers learn to meaningfully integrate Google tools into their
instruction. This course includes a voucher for the Google Level 1 Exam which is required to
attain official certification

This online course prepares educators for the Level 2 Google Certification through a series of
relevant and hands-on challenges. During completion of these interactive challenges,
educators will create products that simulate relevant work they will be able to use in their
positions as educators and take their Google learning beyond the core suite. This course is
designed for educators who have completed the Level 1 course and have attained their
Google Educator Level 1 certification. This course includes a voucher for the Google Level 2
Exam which is required to attain official certification.

Want to know more about the Google Certification Prep Courses?
Visit friEdOnline Course Catalog! https://fried.tech/courses
Campus or District cohort courses are available to schools purchasing at least 30 seats so that school or district
administrators can log in as Course Guides to monitor progress and completion. Discount pricing available for bulk
orders for any district. Contact us at information@friedtechnology.com

